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Cloud optical thickness variations during 1983-1991:
Solar cycle or ENSO?
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Abstract. Based on a detailed analysis of the cloud data obtained by the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) in the years 1983-1991, we show that besidesthe
reported3% variation in global cloudiness(Svensmarkand
Friis-Christensen, 1997), the global mean cloud optical
thickness(MCOT) also has significant variation which is out

bands (e.g. at 360 nm and 380 nm) contains information on
clouds [Eck et al., 1987]. The reasonis that the Earth's UV reflectivity, after subtractingRayleigh scattering, is primarily
determinedby the surfaceand the clouds. Becausethe global
surfacereflectivity is believed to be stable on decadaltimestale [Brest et al., 1997], variations in the TOMS reflectivity
reflect the cloud reflectivity variations.Since the cloudreflectivity is determinedby both the cloudinessand the cloudopti-

of phasewith that of the global cloudiness.The combinedeffect of the two opposingvariationsmay be a null effecton the
cloudreflectivity. Theseresultsare consistentwith the Total cal thickness, we can use the TOMS data to check the derived
Ozone Mapping Spectrometer(TOMS)reflectivity measure- variations in cloudinessand the cloudoptical thickness from
ments. The MCOT

variation

is further shown to be correlated

ISCCP

data.

with both the solar cycle and the ENSO cycle. Our present
analysis cannot distinguishwhich of the above two provides Data and Results
better correlation, although independentdata from the High
resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) from 1990 to

1996 favor the solar cycle. Futuredataare neededto identify
the true causeof thesechanges.

Introduction

Sunspot-climate
correlations
were first suggested
by the renownedastronomerSir William Herschelnearly two centuries
ago [Herschel,1801]. In the last two decades
therehave been
increasingnumbersof reportson the possiblecorrelationsbetween solar variations and climate [see e.g. Wilcox, 1975;
Dickinson, 1975; Moses et al., 1989; Tinsley and Deen,

ISCCP-C2 monthly averagedcloud data are usedto derive
secularvariations in the cloudoptical thickness. The spatial
resolutionis 2.5øx 2.5ø in latitude and longitude and the time
period is July 1983 to June 1991. Cloud optical thickness data
were retrievedfrom the measuredvisible radianceusing radiative transfermodels[Rossowand Schiffer, 1991]. Following
Svensmarkand Friis-Christensen'swork, we only use the data
within

60øS and 60øN latitude.

1991; Tinsley, 1997]. Recently,a large variation (3-4%) in
global cloudinesswasfoundto be highly correlatedwith the
solar cycle [Svensmarkand Friis-Christensen1997]. This
finding,if confirmed,has significant implications on the so-

We define the Mean Cloud OpticalThickness(MCOT) as the
cloud optical thicknessaveragedbetween60øS and 60øN latitudeusing the area and the cloudinessas weights. The MCOT
may be regardedas a global measureof how densethe clouds
are. After subtractingthe mean annualcycle, the anomaly time
seriesare smoothedusing twelve month running mean. Due to
the calibration problem in ISCCP-C2 data [Klein and Hartmann, 1993], we construct the anomaly time series for the
global surfacereflectivity usingthe ISCCP surfacereflectivity

lar-terrestrial interaction [Svensmark and Friis-Christensen,

data between 60'S and 60'N

and use them as the reference to

1997; Tinsley, 1997]. The datasetusedin their work is the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)

carry out a self calibration.Becausethe earth surfacereflectivity is believed to be stable during 1983-1991 [Brest et al.,
[Rossowand Schiffer, 1991] cloudinessdata. Since cloudiness 1997], the interannualvariations in the global surfacereflecis definedas the cloudoccurrencefrequencyin ISCCP, it does tivity are attributedto instrumental effects. The self calibranot have information on cloudproperties.However,cloudra- tion is carriedout in the following steps.We first calculatethe
diative properties,e.g. cloudoptical thickness, are essential reflectivity effects of the MCOT variations using a simple
for assessingthe radiativeeffectsof the cloud variations. In formula from two-stream radiative transfer models:
our work, we analyzethe ISCCP cloudopticalthicknessdata to

ACloud
__ •sw
get a morecompleteunderstanding
of cloudvariationsduring
(1-g)-l+
that period.
We furtherusethe Nimbus-7 Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer(TOMS) reflectivitydata [McPetersand Labow, 1996] whereg is the asymmetryfactor, and xswis the cloud optical

thickness [Baker, 1997]. Since the calibration problem is
mainly causedby changesin instrumentgain [Brest and Roswhich reflectivity was derived.While not designedfor measur- sow, 1992], we normalizethe global surfacereflectivity variaing clouds, TOMS reflectivity outside of ozone absorption tions to the reflectivity variations dueto MCOT changes.The
normalized surfacereflectivity variations are then subtracted
from the MCOT-caused reflectivity variations. The selfCopyright1998by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
to check the results from ISCCP.

The TOMS instrument

meas-

ured the backscattered solar radiance in the ultraviolet, from

calibrated
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results

are converted

into

MCOT

variations

and

shownin Fig. la. During 1983-1991, MCOT showsvariations
out of phase with those of the global cloudiness,which were
1415
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DURING 1983-1991

clouds is -56% [Eck et al., 1987] and the surfaceUV reflectivity is less than 8% [Herman and Celarier, 1997], crudeestimatesshow that a 3% changein global cloudinesswould cause
a change-1.5% in globalUV reflectivity,a resultthat mustbe
comparedwith the observed variation of less than 0.2%. The
86

88

striking mismatchbetweenthe TOMS reflectivity variations
andthe ISCCP cloudinessvariationscan only be explain by
significant compensatingchangesin MCOT which offset the
effectscausedby cloudiness
changes.Due to our simplifiedself

90

Yeor
o

calibration, we are not able to make accurate assessmentof the

reflectivity effect from the MCOT variations. However, a sim-

86

88

ple radiativetransfermodelsuggests
that the reflectivityeffect
causedby the derivedMCOT variations is of the samemagnitudeas that causedby globalcloudinessvariations. Hence,the
TOMS resultsagreewith the resultsfrom ISCCP data, adding
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Year
b

confidence to the derived MCOT

variations.
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Figure 1. Secular variationsof (a) ISCCP MCOT, (b) ISCCP
global cloudiness,(c) TOMS reflectivity. Dotted line in (c) is
the estimated reflectivity variation caused by the global
cloudinessvariation given in (b). The secularvariations are
obtainedby applying twelve months running mean after removing the mean annual cycle. The unshadedregion in (a)is
the time period during which the calibration problem is not
significant.

reportedby Svensmarkand Friis-Christensen [1997] and are
shown here in Fig. lb. The peak to valley variation of the
mean cloud optical thicknessis -1.
It is known that the ISCCP calibration problem is mainly
two downwardstepsconnectingthree periodswith small drifts
[Brest et al., 1997]. Each 'step-down'is causeby a transition
of polar orbiters,i.e. from NOAA-7 to NOAA-9 in early 1985,
and from NOAA-9 to NOAA-11 in late 1988. After removing
seasoncyclesfrom global surfacereflectivity, we find that the
ISCCP surfacereflectivity measurementsare quite stable from
January1986 to June 1988. This indicatesthat the MCOT results during that period (unshadedregion in Fig. l a) do not
have significant calibration problems. During the other time
periods,a quantitativeassessment
is only possibleafter the future release of the re-calibrated ISCCP-DX

data. However,

given that MCOT between60øSand 60øN is -6, the estimated
0.3 changein MCOT during 1986-1988 is alreadya significant
changein global cloud radiative property.
The aforementionedcalibrationproblem raises the need for
an independentdatasetto checkthe resultsfrom ISCCP. To do
so, we furtheranalyze the high resolution (1 ø x 1.25ø in latitude and longitude) Nimbus-7 Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (version 7) monthly average reflectivity data from
1983 to 1991 [McPeters and Labow, 1996]. The variations of
the global TOMS reflectivity are formed by first subtracting
the seasonalcycles from the area-weightedaveragesof TOMS
reflectivity for 60øN-60øS, followed by applying 12-month
running mean. The results are shown in Fig. l c, along with
crudeestimatesof the reflectivity effects dueto global cloudinessvariations(dotted line). Given that the UV reflectivity of

The correlations
betweenthe solar cycle, E1Nifio Southern
Oscillation(ENSO) andthecloudvariationsare shownin Fig.
2. Besidesthe reportedcorrelationbetweenglobal cloudiness
and the solarcycle,MCOT seemsalso correlatedwith the sunspot cycle. The compensationof the MCOT and the global
cloudinessvariationsin the TOMS reflectivity also suggests
sucha correlation.If this correlationis real, it implies simultaneousbut opposingchangesin MCOT and cloudinesscaused
by the solarcycle. The reasonmight be the increaseof the thin
clouds,possible along with the decreaseof the thick clouds
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Figure 2.b
Figure 2. Comparisonbetweensecularvariationsof cosmic
ray intensity detectedat Climax, CO (red line), ENSO index

(greenline) and(a) global cloudiness(blue line), (b) global
MCOT (blueline) during1983-1991.ENSOindexesare plotted
in reversescalein (a) andthecosmicray intensityis plottedin
reversescalein (b). The unshaded
regionin (b) is the time period duringwhich the calibrationproblemis not significant.
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during solar minimum, i.e. galactic cosmic ray maximum. Thin
cloud amountsobtainedby the High ResolutionInfrared Radiation Sounder(HIRS) observations were reported to vary in
phase with the galactic cosmic ray flux from 1990 to 1996
[Menzel et al., 1997]. Furthermore, due to the observed enhanced precipitation caused by enhanced cosmic rays
[Stozhkov et al, 1995], the amount of thick cloudsmight be
reducedduringcosmicray maximumdue to enhancedprecipitation. These findings, especially the independentresults from
HIRS, provide supportsfor the solar cycle hypothesis.
However, variations in MCOT are also correlated with the
ENSO index given that both an E1 Nifio and a solar minimum
happenedaround1987. The ENSO cycle is known to have significant effects on meteorological parameters [e.g. Ropelewski and Halpert, 1989]. Possible ENSO signals were suggestedto exist even in the polar regions [Ledley and Huang,
1997]. Hence, ENSO can causethe derivedglobal MCOT variations, although the detailed mechanisms are still unknown.
Given the short time duration and the calibration problem of
the data, it is not clear whethersolar cycle or ENSO is responsible for the MCOT variations at current stage. Futurerelease
of the new stageISCCP data(DX stage), which extend the data
to the year 1996 with revised calibration, will enable us to distinguish between the two possibilities.
Conclusions

Besides the changes in global cloudiness reported by
Svensmark and Friis-Christensen [1997], the global mean

DURING 1983-1991
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